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Artifcial Intelligence

A set of technologies 
that enable machine 
intelligence to simulate 
or augment elements of 
human thinking

deep learning

machine learning

neural networks

search

probabilistic reasoning

etc.

vision

speech

language

knowledge

problem 

solving

etc.



1. Should works “created” by AI 
be treated as “works of 
authorship”?

2. Should copying “works of 
authorship” to train AI be 
something within the control 
of the copyright owner?

3. How about data?

Three Copyright & AI Questions



What does this mean for 
IP?  

Works of authorship ‘created’ 
by AI 



United States Constitution, Article I, Section 8, 
Clause 8
“To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, 
by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors 
the exclusive Right to their respective Writing and 
Discoveries”

The requirement of humans being the authors also 
found in the copyright laws of Hong Kong (SAR), India, 
Ireland, New Zealand and the UK, among others

The Law, Authorship & Humanity



When does copyright attach?    

Picture source:  King of Hearts / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-SA-3.0, CC BY-SA 3.0 Picture source: Inkaroad - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0Picture source: Self-portrait by the depicted Macaca nigra
 female. See article. - Wtop.com (archive; cropped and denoised by uploader), Public Dom
ain

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=28888593
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=16991285
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=36464057
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=36464057
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=36464057
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=36464057
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=36464057
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=36464057


Burrow Giles v. Sarony - 1868

“…photography copies everything and explains 
nothing, it is blind to the realm of the spirit.” 

  -Charles Blanc

“An author is 'he to whom anything owes its origin; 
originator; maker; one who completes a work of 
science or literature.”

-Justice Samuel  Miller, US Supreme Court



AI Program Writes a New Harry Potter 
Chapter



Uh oh . . . Robot is Granted 
Citizenship! 

Picture source:  
International Telecommunication Union - https://www.fickr.com/photos/itupictures/35008372172, CC BY 2.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=64035565


Legal Protection for AI 
– Meet Kratt!

Exploring the idea to give 
separate legal subjectivity to 
AI programs as a way to 
address ‘intent’ and outcomes 
separate from human 
causation

“AI would be a separate legal 
entity with both rights and 
responsibilities. It would be 
similar to a company but 
would not necessarily any 
humans involved”

Picture source:  The mythological creature kratt
 in an Estonian flm “November”, Homeless Bob Production 2016

https://medium.com/e-residency-blog/estonia-starts-public-discussion-legalising-ai-166cb8e34596
https://medium.com/e-residency-blog/estonia-starts-public-discussion-legalising-ai-166cb8e34596
https://medium.com/e-residency-blog/estonia-starts-public-discussion-legalising-ai-166cb8e34596


What does this mean for 
IP?  

Using works of authorship to 
train AI 



Picture source: fickr/lodekka  CC-BY-2.0



Picture source:  https://futurism.com/by-2023-tesla-could-have-millions-of-cars-on-

the-road/



Using Works of Authorship to Train AI

• AI can unlock insights from works of 
authorship that does not implicate the 
underlying value of the expression

• Image recognition and language 
translation are early examples of 
breakthroughs

• But AI needs to be trained with those 
works of authorship, and that training 
requires copying

• Understanding and analyzing the data, 
facts and concepts within works of 
authorship is not infringing, even if 
copying is involved



The Transformative Nature of Machine 
Learning

Use as a 
Work

Use as a 
Work

Use as DataUse as Dataversu
s



IP & Data: United States Got It Right



IP & Data: Is Europe Getting It Wrong?
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